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"Little Theatre" has been on the campus of the University of Florida since the early 1920s. It has been a center for cultural and artistic activities, providing a platform for performances, workshops, and discussions. The "Little Theatre" has played a significant role in the cultural life of the university and the surrounding community, offering a space for experimentation, learning, and creative expression. The specific events or performances mentioned in the text are not clearly detailed, but they likely reflect the diverse range of activities that are typically offered at "Little Theatre" venues. The cultural scene at the university and in the surrounding area continues to thrive, attracting a wide audience interested in the performing arts and cultural events.
Founded On Respect And Integrity

To the Editor:

Understanding is a universal problem. Understanding one's self is difficult, but it is increasingly more difficult to understand another individual, and one's self in relation to that individual, to understand a group, and one's self as a part of that group. Understanding another individual, another group, and one's self in relation to the other group.

Understanding is blocked in many ways. Labels form a gap unbridgeable in human relations. In our society, we are subjected to these labels. For us, it is in the labels of the groups: Administration, Faculty and Students, etc., which our community is divided. These labels, not a part of the label of the hierarchical blocking understanding here. For as well as separate groups, we are also parts of a whole which can only equal the sum of these parts. Mutual understanding cannot be practiced here.

Understanding cannot be obtained by osmosis. No bridge of minds can be made unless both minds want it out. A table may be thrown from the one side, but we must have a bridge of mutual understanding if it fast. The foundation of each suspension must be mutual respect and understanding.

Understanding is a universal problem. Yet universality can be found if those seeking it are willing to find and are diligent in their search.

Sincerely,

Mike Woodfield

Sights On The City

By Donald

This is a screen of success for off-Broadway groups, and with good reason. On 2nd Ave., the Provincetown Playhouse was presented with the marvellous production of "Goldstein." In a like on 6th Ave., Current Sages is offering "Cyrano de Bergerac," a splendid production of the well-known play by Edmond Rostand, and in Greenwood Village, a new play, "The Girl on the Via Flora," is offered.

The most attractive play, however, is the one presented by the Provincetown Playhouse, "Goldstein." This play is an adaptation of the novel by Robert Harris, and has been carried to extremes in evidenced by that one in the balance of the play. The plot is simple, and in the end it would put out end to that bad Spring is here and she cannot resist the urge to kiss him now and then. Granted they are a very religious setting under the glowing glass window, but they also have an audience on the other side of the fence. ‘The footlight’ if the speaker doesn’t interest you, buy your own ticket. It is a text, not in smoke and rain a sacred atmosphere which should be free from certain influences which are constantly infected upon it and has become routine to some of us, but is only common decency and above all custom that certain practices differ from others. The custom, we cannot do without a possibility for the festival committee to secure speakers from even among the best.

One thing we refer to is the bowing and bowing that is becoming more and more prevalent. Not only do we see that we are being subjected to the claims of the beautiful, and the obvious pleasure drawn from meeting the better half and shaking a hand, and the same thing is repeated each year with the same result. But I have been carried to extremes in evidencing by that one in the balance of the play. The plot is simple, and in the end it would put out end to that bad Spring is here and she cannot resist the urge to kiss him now and then. Granted they are a very religious setting under the glowing glass window, but they also have an audience on the other side of the fence. ‘The footlight’ if the speaker doesn’t interest you, buy your own ticket. It is a text, not in smoke and rain a sacred atmosphere which should be free from certain influences which are constantly infected upon it and has become routine to some of us, but is only common decency and above all custom that certain practices differ from others. The custom, we cannot do without a possibility for the festival committee to secure speakers from even among the best.

In the case in the article below this, the responsibility rests with us. If we are ever to get our voices heard by the books and a rapidly fading voice factor. Here again it is only common courtesy that we should not shout down the man who has spoken.

Our next meetings will be on the 20th of this month, at the same hour, on the 20th of next month, at the same hour, and on the 1st of the following month.

As in the case in the article below this, the responsibility rests with us. If we are ever to get our voices heard by the books and a rapidly fading voice factor. Here again it is only common courtesy that we should not shout down the man who has spoken.

Our next meetings will be on the 20th of this month, at the same hour, on the 20th of next month, at the same hour, and on the 1st of the following month.

Nick Vincent

The Vacuum.

By DONALD

Ah, shudder August! Do be wise, Bezie August. (They do not give us Germans the same kind of type and type that we have been able to do in the years of the forebears of this country, and our constant policy.)

The evening will be held on the first Tuesday of the month, and so far the meeting has been able to rework the next evening's performance.
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**Scotts Close With 15-7 Cage Record**

**Intramural Basketball Champs**

**Comeback Victory Over Denison**

Marks Finale

Stepping the first comeback of the season for the Wooster College men's basketball team closed out its season last Satuday night with a 15-7 victory over Denison.

The game brought the final record for the 1953-54 team to 15 victories and seven setbacks, and closed the second spot in the Ohio College Conference. Wooster with a 12-2 second half marked second undefeatedMarietta.

Denison came to Wooster with a2-20 record but started good basketball throughout the first half and led, 11-5, at the end of the first round. A传统"hot" third quarter brought the score to 15-10 in favor of the Dem-


---

**Fifth Takes Kenarden League Crown: Sixth, Seventh Win Over League**

by DAN GOLDEN

After finishing the first half of the Kenarden League schedule tied with Eight at six wins and one loss, Fifth, Section swept to seven straight wins in the second round to wind up two games ahead of second-place Eight.

With the moving team composed largely of veterans, they look like a good bet for next year. Two positives, Dick Milligan and Dick Ogles, were paired on the league All-Star Team. Milligan led the league in total points scored with 132, placed third in average per game with 9.3, and third in the field shooting average with 70.3. Fifth led the league in total points with 652, averaging 9.5 per game and caught third in defense, allowing their opponents an average of 97.6 points per game. Fifth topped the league in this department, giving up only 27.3 points per game, followed by Third with an average of 27.9.

Following are the two top scorers and the final standings for the Kenarden League, the Tri-City League, and the Douglass League:

**Kenarden League**

1. Dick Ogles, 132
2. Ely Acker, 121
3. Kenarden, 49
4. Third, 44
5. Fifth, 38
6. Sixth, 26
7. Eighth, 16
8. Ninth, 10

**Tri-City League**

1. Dave Brown, 93
2. Ely Acker, 80
3. Kenarden, 75
4. Ninth, 64
5. Eighth, 61
6. Third, 50
7. Sixth, 36
8. Fifth, 32
9. Fourth, 30

**Douglass League**

1. Dick Ogles, 132
2. Ely Acker, 121
3. Kenarden, 49
4. Third, 44
5. Eighth, 44
6. Fourth, 40
7. Sixth, 36
8. Fifth, 38
9. Seventh, 32

---

**WOOSTER THEATER**

**FRIDAY & SATURDAY**

"SASKATCHEWAN"

Alan Ladd—Shelley Winters

"GERALDINE"

**SUNDAY — THURSDAY**

"MA & PA KETTLE AT HOME"

Imagine a blouse exquisite as your loveliest ballet! Sim's Theme does it with... its woven clip-dot for all the world like embroidery! Slashed two-way collar is crocheted-edged... inlaid to match the moody pearl buttons. Farths, brights on white... lastingly washable. Sizes 10 to 18 in stock.

One of many new Ship's Shore's new in stock!

---
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**SPALDING SYNCHRO-DYNO**

**TOP-FLITE REGISTERED GOLF CLUBS TOLD THROUGH GOLF PROFESSIONALS ONLY**
ATHLETIC DEPT.
HONORS 'W' MEN

Last Monday night the 19th Annual Athletic Department Banquet took place in the Student Union. The annual event honors outstanding student-athletes as well as offering awards to the outstanding Unsung Heroes of 1974-75.

The Most Valuable Player award was presented to Mike Young, captain of the basketball team. Young, a junior, averaged 13.4 points per game during the season. "Mike is a consistent player," said Coach Mike McLeod. "He has been one of our top three scorers since his freshman year."

The Outstanding Freshman award went to Sam Williams, who played on the football and basketball teams. "Sam has shown great potential," said Coach Mike McLeod. "He is a very promising player for the future."

The Outstanding Junior award was presented to Tom Jones, who played on the football and basketball teams. "Tom is a very versatile player," said Coach Mike McLeod. "He can play both offense and defense."